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Martiaa h t h  relates about a life with an krbonr heart defect 

Martiha tffas born with a heart defect. As a child and youth her life was 
much different than healthy children and youth in the same age. A lot 
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of stays in several hospitals and on account of the handicap as a result 
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of her disease she has another view on life and a special sensitiveness 
with regards to human relations. 

Martins has now written about her feelings and experiences and 
published a book. Already in the preface you are made aware of the 
fact that this book is not autobiographical, although her feelings play 
an important part in the storp. Lydia is the name of the main character 
in this book she's a fictitious person and s h m  to the reader how to 
cope with a heart disease. The intention of the writer is to encourage 
handicapped people to cope with life and to take advantage from 
life's opportunities; even though there are a lot of ohtacles due to the 
illness. It s f i m  that you never ought to give up but rather look ahead 
with self-confidence. But at the same time healthy people can learn a 
lot about how to associate with handicapped people. 

Dr. Karin Dehbach, for a long period Martinags docfor, mote in the 
preface "7%e authentic account o f M h e  enables the reader to 
empathize math the persons concerned to how th.eir m e s ,  their hopes, 
their needs and how to cope with their daily Me ". . 

This book is worth reading, it's serious but also cheerful and it shows 
the positive attitude of the writer. Lydia defies her disease and lives a 
happy and mu-reliant Me. 

translated by: Gisela von Rahden 


